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Edited by Robert B. RussellAbstract A distance constraint model (DCM) is presented that
identiﬁes ﬂexible regions within protein structure consistent with
speciﬁed thermodynamic condition. The DCM is based on a
rigorous free energy decomposition scheme representing struc-
ture as ﬂuctuating constraint topologies. Entropy non-additivity
is problematic for naive decompositions, limiting the success of
heat capacity predictions. The DCM resolves non-additivity by
summing over independent entropic components determined by
an eﬃcient network-rigidity algorithm. A minimal 3-parameter
DCM is demonstrated to accurately reproduce experimental
heat capacity curves. Free energy landscapes and quantitative
stability-ﬂexibility relationships are obtained in terms of global
ﬂexibility. Several connections to experiment are made.
 2004 Federation of European Biochemical Societies. Published
by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Network rigidity1. Introduction
In recent years, insight about protein ﬂexibility [1], unfolding
pathways [2], nucleation processes [3] and folding cores [4] has
been obtained using FIRST (Floppy Inclusion and Rigid
Substructure Topology). By modeling protein structure as a
mechanical framework of distance constraints that represent
microscopic interactions (i.e., covalent bonds, hydrogen
bonds, etc.), FIRST provides quantitative mechanical stability
measures based on network rigidity calculations [5]. However,
nature must delicately balance protein conformational ﬂexi-
bility with thermodynamic stability. For example, a function-
ing enzyme must be ﬂexible enough to mediate a reaction
pathway, rigid enough to support speciﬁcity [6–9], and do both
in a thermodynamically stable state. Building upon FIRST, a
computational methodology that directly relates protein sta-
bility to conformational ﬂexibility is presented. The approach,
called the Distance Constraint Model (DCM), restores the
eﬃcacy of free energy decompositions [10–12] by rigorously
accounting for non-additivity of component entropies using
network rigidity [13,14]. Working directly with free energies,
the DCM is more than 1010 times faster than standard mo-
lecular dynamics simulations, but not without precedence. The* Corresponding author.
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doi:10.1016/j.febslet.2004.09.057DCM resembles COREX [15] in that both approaches connect
free energy decomposition directly to native structure while
considering ensembles of ﬂuctuating native-like and disordered
topologies. Speciﬁcally, only native contacts are considered,
but they are allowed to break to account for disordered to-
pologies. This simpliﬁcation makes the calculation tractable in
practical computing times. A key advantage of the DCM,
compared to all prior methods, is that network rigidity [1], an
inherently long-range mechanical interaction [16], is explicitly
calculated to model enthalpy–entropy compensation in a way
that resolves the long-standing problem of non-additivity of
component entropies.
The DCM has recently been applied to polypeptides under-
going normal [13] and inverted [14] a-helix to coil transitions,
where exact transfer matrix methods are employed. In this
letter, the DCM is applied to proteins using a mean-ﬁeld
treatment [17] akin to Landau theory. This approach provides
a ﬂexible modeling paradigm that can be custom-tailored to
predict a variety of phenomena (i.e., stability, binding, folding
kinetics, etc.). We demonstrate the utility of the approach by
employing a minimal 3-parameter DCM. Despite its simplicity,
measured heat capacity curves are reproduced across a heter-
ogeneous protein dataset. Temperature-dependent ﬂexibility
measures and free energy as a function of a global ﬂexibility
order parameter are calculated. Using a global ﬂexibility order
parameter as an unfolding reaction coordinate, the transition
state is identiﬁed. The location of the mechanical and ther-
modynamic transitions along the unfolding pathway allows
inferences regarding transition state compactness to be made.2. The distance constraint model
Covalent bonding is modeled as quenched distance con-
straints. Non-covalent interactions are modeled as ﬂuctuating
constraints. A component enthalpy and entropy (Hi, Si) is
assigned to each constraint. Entropy assignment is used as a
measure for the strength of a constraint, where weaker con-
straints correspond to greater entropy. A framework is deﬁned
by a speciﬁcation of constraints with a particular topological
arrangement. For framework F, let niðFÞ ¼ ð1; 0Þ when the
ith constraint is/is not present. The free energy of a framework
is GðFÞ ¼ HðFÞ  TScðFÞ, where enthalpy, HðFÞ, and con-
formational entropy, ScðFÞ, are determined by:
HðFÞ ¼
X
i
HiniðFÞ and ScðFÞ ¼
X
i
SiIiðFÞ ð1Þ
Except for long-range electrostatic contributions, the confor-
mational entropy term ScðFÞ in principle accounts for solventblished by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Fig. 1. Schematic DCM free energy landscape in constraint space. The
average number of H-bonds, Nhb, and native-like torsion constraints,
Nnt, deﬁnes a grid of nodes. Within each node, an ensemble average
over frameworks is performed. The highlighted node (intersection of
dashed lines) is part of an ensemble characterizing a functional protein
(deﬁned by the oval). Other frameworks are too ﬂexible (white to red
regions) or too rigid (blue regions) to function optimally. There will be
a range of temperatures where the minimum in free energy is within the
oval. On unfolding, the native protein must pass through the white
(marginally mechanically stable) regions.
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contributions [18]. However, hydration is not explicitly mod-
eled in the implementation presented here, although this has
been done successfully for polypeptides undergoing cold and
heat denaturation [14]. For each framework, Eq. (1) expresses
total enthalpy as an additive property, but total entropy is
calculated as a sum over independent constraints reﬂecting
non-additivity in entropy [10,11]. Naively summing all entropy
components generally results in a grave overestimate. Graph-
rigidity algorithms [1,5,13,14,16] are employed to identify the
independent constraints. Variable Ii gives the number of in-
dependent distance constraints within the ith constraint. Note
that a constraint may contain one or more elementary distance
constraint(s). Unlike a normal mode vector space, a complete
set of independent constraints generally does not constitute an
orthogonal decomposition. Therefore, multiple answers for
total entropy result for diﬀerent independent constraint sets,
but all give upper bounds for the true entropy. A preferential
set of independent constraints, given by {Ii} in Eq. (1), is
calculated by selecting stronger constraints to be independent
before weaker constraints, thereby obtaining the lowest upper
bound. This approximation appears adequate for practical
applications [13,14,17].
As ﬂuctuating constraints break and form, distinct frame-
works appear. Over an ensemble of accessible frameworks, Eq.
(1) expresses an enthalpy–entropy compensation mechanism.
Within a collection of energetically favorable constraints, rigid
substructures having low energy and entropy will form in re-
gions of high constraint density. Regions of low constraint
density will be ﬂexible, having higher energy and entropy.
Placing a weak constraint in a rigid region lowers energy but
not entropy. The loss in conformational entropy is limited to
the cost of forming a rigid substructure. Compensation arises
when a strong constraint breaks permitting a redundant
(weaker) constraint to become independent, yielding a net in-
crease in energy and entropy. This compensation mechanism
yields a natural nucleation process because a group of con-
straints acting together is harder to melt compared to what
would be expected if their individual free energies were simply
added. Thus, non-additivity in entropy leads directly to mo-
lecular cooperativity. Rigid substructures generally form at low
temperature, spontaneously breaking apart when temperature
increases to a point where the entropic penalty is too great to
maintain. The verdict specifying if local regions are more
stable as rigid or ﬂexible strongly depends on constraint to-
pology and temperature. Therefore, a partition function is
deﬁned over an ensemble of topologically distinct frameworks,
from which thermodynamic averaged macroscopic quantities
are derived.
A minimal three free-parameter DCM is brieﬂy described,
with full description found elsewhere [17]. Given a known
protein structure, native constraints are identiﬁed. Torsion
interactions are modeled as ﬂuctuating constraints represent-
ing conformations in native or disordered geometries. When
present, the ath H-bond (salt bridges are modeled as special
types of H-bonds) contributes energy Ea, otherwise formation
of alternative H-bond to solvent contributes energy u. The
energy Ea used in this work is a geometry dependent empirical
potential [19] ranging from 0 to –8 kcal/mol. The entropy per
distance constraint is set as Sa ¼ 1:986Rð1þ Ea=8Þ, where R is
the ideal gas constant and Ea is measured in kcal/mol. Based
on prior works on polypeptides [13,14], this linearity as-sumption is not necessary, but it oﬀers a convenient way to
express the general property that as the well depth becomes
shallow the constraint will become weaker. Torsion constraints
ﬂuctuate between native-like or disordered, respectively, hav-
ing (energy, entropy) components of (v, Rdnat) and (0, 2.56R).
Parameterization of covalent bonds is unnecessary as they do
not ﬂuctuate [13,15]. Per protein {u,v, dnat} is determined by
ﬁtting to thermodynamic data, such as heat capacity. This
three-parameter model is a derivative of a ﬁve-parameter
model, where the values 1.986 and 2.56 were previously ob-
tained by simultaneously ﬁtting to 6 heat capacity curves of
ubiquitin and histidine binding protein [17].
A free energy landscape is deﬁned in a two-dimensional
constraint space. As shown schematically in Fig. 1, the num-
bers of native-like torsion, Nnt, and H-bond, Nhb, constraints
specify a macrostate of the protein. For each node (Nhb, Nnt), a
Landau free energy function is expressed as:
GðNhb;NntÞ ¼ UðNhbÞ  uNhb þ vNnt  T ðScðdnatÞ þ SmixÞ ð2Þ
where U(Nhb) is the average total intramolecular H-bond en-
ergy, Smix is the mixing entropy for the number of ways to have
Nhb H-bonds, and Nnt native-torsion constraints. Mean-ﬁeld
probabilities for H-bonds to be present or not, or torsion
constraints to be native-like or disordered, are expressed as
independently distributed variables that are calculated self-
consistently treating each constraint as a subsystem. For each
node, mean-ﬁeld probabilities are calculated and then used for
Monte Carlo sampling to generate an ensemble of frameworks.
Results from graph-rigidity calculations for each framework in
a node are averaged, where Eq. (1) gives, Sc ¼
P
a SahIaiþ
dnatRhInati þ 2:56RhIdisi. Other terms in Eq. (2) are analytically
calculated. In the minimal DCM presented here, only network
rigidity provides interaction between constraints via the set
470 D.R. Livesay et al. / FEBS Letters 576 (2004) 468–476{Ii}. Although limited in prediction capability by its simplicity,
the minimal DCM clearly demonstrates the physically impor-
tant role of entropy non-additivity, as network rigidity is the
only cooperative interaction presently modeled.
A ﬂexibility order parameter, characterizing global ﬂexibil-
ity, is deﬁned as:
h  hIdisi
Nres
¼ ðaverage number of independent disordered torsion constraintsÞðnumber of residues in proteinÞ
ð3Þ
The ﬂexibility order parameter eﬀectively measures the number
of biologically relevant degrees of freedom, given by hIdisi.
That is, disordered torsion constraints imply partial unfolding
and greatest possible conformational ﬂexibility. All nodes in
constraint space (Fig. 1) with the same h are grouped together
to obtain a free energy function, GðT ; hÞ, in terms of the ﬂex-
ibility order parameter. GðT ; hÞ serves the important role of
directly relating protein thermodynamic stability to global
ﬂexibility. At h ¼ 0, the protein is 100% rigid, too rigid to be
functional. The native-like ensemble is typically centered at
h  1 0:4. When h is large, the protein is globally disordered
and regarded as unfolded. Generating atomic coordinates for
conformations is unnecessary because graph-rigidity only re-
quires connectivity information – the crucial factor making the
DCM computationally fast. Local variations in rigidity and
ﬂexibility are quantiﬁed as ensemble averaged measures. The
DCM is easily adaptable to diﬀerent free energy decomposi-
tions and constraint types to explicitly account for other im-
portant eﬀects.3. Bridging network rigidity and thermodynamics
We demonstrate remarkable generality of the minimal DCM
by ﬁtting to heat capacity curves for a structurally and func-
tionally diverse protein dataset (see Table 1). Over great
structural diversity, three free parameters reproduce essential
features of heat capacity. Fig. 2A shows four typical best ﬁts to
diﬀerential scanning calorimetry data (remaining cases are
provided in supplementary material). To our knowledge, no
other all-atom model, nor free energy decomposition scheme,Table 1
Proteins investigated in this work with parameter values
Protein SCOP class # res pH u v
Protein G [42] aþ b 56 6.0 )1.88 )0.65
BPTI [43] Small 58 4.3 )1.83 )0.98
CSP [44] b 66 4.0 )2.18 )0.66
8.0 )2.86 )0.97
Ubiquitin [45] aþ b 76 2.0 )1.76 )0.44
4.0 )2.01 )0.82
Fibronectin [46] b 91 5.0 )2.45 )0.89
Lysozyme [47] aþ b 130 3.0 )1.98 )0.59
RNase H [48] a=b 146 5.5 )2.08 )1.04
GDH domain 2 [49] a=b 150 6.5 )1.52 )0.58
HIV protease [50] b 198 3.4 )1.52 )0.35
HBP (apo) [51] a=b 238 8.3 )1.91 )0.64
HBP (bound) [51] a=b 238 8.3 )2.23 )0.86
a BH¼ barrier height at Tm normalized by RTm.
b hnat, hTS, hRP and hden ¼ global ﬂexibility order parameter values corres
threshold and denatured state at Tm.
c Least squares ﬁtting error per residue normalized by experimental CP peakhas reproduced entire heat capacity curves. Note that Hedwig
and Hinz [20] have successfully used free energy additivity to
obtain heat capacities of unfolded proteins, which is naturally
explained by the small percentage of redundant constraints
present in unfolded conformations. Table 1 lists best-ﬁt pa-
rameters for our exemplar protein dataset.
After {u,v,dnat} are determined, the Landau free energy,
G(T,h), is calculated, as shown in Fig. 2B for lysozyme at four
temperatures as a typical case. The most important feature of
the free energy landscape is that at the melting point, Tm, there
are two minima, indicative of a ﬁrst-order (two-state) phase
transition. Enthalpy–entropy compensation is demonstrated
over these temperatures as the competition between energeti-
cally favorable cross-linking interactions and increased degrees
of freedom (dof) is born out. In most cases, the minima are
generally not of equal depth at Tm (although they are very
close in lysozyme). Because GðT ; hÞ provides more information
than whether the protein is merely folded or not, multiple h
values map onto the native or unfolded two-state model. In
simple terms, Tm does not correspond to two minima of pre-
cisely equal depth whenever the two local wells have diﬀerent
shape. The scale of GðT ; hÞ is 8–13 kcal/(mol residue), or
1000 kcal/mol for lysozyme. Fig. 2C shows that the DCM is
capturing small stability diﬀerences (0–3 kcal/mol) between
large absolute values. Raising temperature above Tm increases
the relative concentration of unfolded (vs. folded) protein,
eventually eliminating all traces of native structure. Lowering
the temperature below Tm has the opposite eﬀect.
The three phenomenological parameters, which account for
a wide array of protein diversity, are reminiscent of the Lifson–
Roig model [21] for helix–coil transitions. In the DCM, how-
ever, substructure nucleation is an explicit outcome of network
rigidity calculations that depend on the crosslinking constraint
topology [13,14]. In the minimal DCM, cooperativity is only
mediated through the H-bond network, which governs ﬂuc-
tuating rigid and ﬂexible regions. Although too simple for
complete parameter transferability, all best-ﬁt parameters are
physically reasonable (see Table 1). It is worth mentioning that
arbitrarily rescaling the measured heat capacity curves by a
factor of 2 results in not being able to ﬁt to the heat capacity
data, which implies a physically sound model. Moreover, the
parameters are found to be somewhat transferrable across
homologous proteins, meaning blind predicted heat capacitydnat BHa hnatb hTS hRP hden LSEc
1.18 1.80 0.87 1.48 1.20 2.18 0.061
0.83 2.64 0.82 1.39 1.39 2.10 0.085
1.80 0.80 0.68 1.07 1.28 1.41 0.018
1.85 1.07 0.50 0.86 1.05 1.13 0.022
1.60 1.14 1.38 1.66 1.75 2.15 0.000
1.60 1.29 1.02 1.29 1.43 1.81 0.001
1.69 0.91 0.76 1.02 0.98 1.29 0.080
1.18 2.71 1.15 1.65 1.04 2.24 0.004
1.35 2.82 0.67 1.05 1.10 1.54 0.030
1.16 2.72 0.98 1.24 1.32 1.64 0.004
1.85 0.61 1.11 1.31 1.40 1.57 0.009
1.42 6.15 0.99 1.30 1.14 1.80 0.016
1.24 13.3 0.84 1.20 1.26 1.84 0.027
ponding to the native structure, transition state, rigidity percolation
height.
Fig. 2. (A) Typical best-ﬁts to four heat capacity curves. (B) Landau free energies for lysozyme where Tm ¼ 341:4 K. (C) Magniﬁed look at GðT ; hÞ
(solid line) for lysozyme at Tm highlighting the barrier separating the two phases. The rigid cluster size susceptibility for lysozyme (dashed line). The
susceptibility, denoted as rcsRM2, is deﬁned as the 2nd moment of the size of rigid clusters with the biggest cluster size excluded (i.e., reduced). The
peak in rcsRM2 locates a percolation threshold, even in ﬁnite size systems. (D) TmDSRP–TS vs. DhRP–TS. The enthalpic and entropic (shown) portion
of the free energy decomposition has positive correlation to the diﬀerence in the location of the mechanical and thermodynamic transitions. Cor-
relation coeﬃcient¼ 0.84.
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in peak height, while same qualitative Landau free energy
curves are obtained. However, transferring parameters be-
tween unrelated structures generally does not produce a tran-
sition within the temperature range between 0 and 100 C. The
generality of this minimal DCM, combined with the transfer-
rable energy and entropy parameterization for the intramo-
lecular H-bonds, strongly supports the idea that the hydrogen
bond network is a dominant factor aﬀecting heat capacity [22].
The three values of the ﬂexibility order parameter
{hnat; hden; hTS} characterize GðTm; hÞ, where the ﬁrst two, re-
spectively, correspond to local minimum for the native and
denatured states, and the third corresponds to the straddling
local maximum. Note that the native and denatured states,
{hnat; hden},correspond to most probable sub-ensembles, whichare weighted diﬀerently depending on temperature. Thus,
change in constraint topology is driven by temperature, which
changes the ﬂexibility proﬁle (Fig. 3). Furthermore, ﬂexibility
is quantiﬁed by rigidity susceptibility curves (see Fig. 2C) that
characterize the mechanical transition in the protein by the
amount of ﬂuctuation in the rigid cluster size. The peak sig-
niﬁes the point, called the rigidity percolation threshold (hRP),
where there is maximum rigid cluster size ﬂuctuation. The ri-
gidity threshold corresponds to when the protein transitions
from predominantly one large rigid cluster to many smaller
ones [16].
In previous investigations, Thorpe and co-workers [2,3]
use a H-bond dilution to produce the rigidity transition and
model folding kinetics. It was shown that the rigid cluster
decomposition correlates well to folding pathways. Here, the
Fig. 3. Backbone ﬂexibility at temperatures below, equal to, and above the melting point is shown. (Blue, red) colors indicate more (rigid, ﬂexible)
structures. The proteins are organized from smallest to largest (top to bottom). The temperatures of c-type lysozyme correspond to the highest three
Landau free energies shown in Fig. 2B; the region highlighted by the oval corresponds to the hinge-bending motion in lysozyme.
472 D.R. Livesay et al. / FEBS Letters 576 (2004) 468–476rigidity transition appears as an equilibrium property. Both
views compliment each other, and together they suggest that
network rigidity provides a direct link between protein
structure, stability, ﬂexibility and kinetics. Although a single
reaction coordinate, or progress variable, may be insuﬃcient
to describe all folding processes [23], we assume that the
ﬂexibility order parameter provides an operational reaction
coordinate, and hTS deﬁnes the transition state. Most pro-
gress variables are equally good when the folding funnel is
minimally frustrated [24]. Nevertheless, several other possi-
bilities have been considered, such as number of H-bonds.
Empirical results (not shown) suggest that h is special be-
cause all proteins studied to date exhibit semi-universal be-
havior in all quantities calculated only when plotted against
h. It is encouraging that the predicted barrier height of
known fast folders (e.g., ubiquitin, cold shock protein, and
ﬁbronectin [25]) is much lower than some of the other two-
state proteins investigated. Surprisingly, HIV protease is
predicted to have the smallest barrier. Realistically, HIVprotease is unlikely to have such a low barrier. However,
these results are in qualitative agreement with the observed
shallow folding landscape of HIV protease [26]. Additionally,
we have successfully ﬁt heat capacity [27] for met-myoglo-
bin, but did not ﬁnd two-state behavior (unpublished). The
connections between GðT ; hÞ and kinetics, and in particular
comparing barrier heights with two-state kinetics will be
explored in subsequent work after hydrophobic interactions
are explicitly modeled. Here, emphasis is on the model in-
dependent result that the barrier in G(Tm,h) at hTS is dis-
tinctly diﬀerent from the rigidity transition at hRP. In all
examples, except for lysozyme, hTS and hRP tend to parallel
each other, both occurring between hnat and hden, but are
seldom exactly the same. A comparison of the rigid cluster
susceptibility and G(Tm,h) is shown for lysozyme in Fig. 2C.
Deviations between hTS and hRP are ascribed to entropy
eﬀects having important consequences on folding and un-
folding kinetics depending on whether hTS occurs before or
after hRP along the folding pathway. We suggest that when
D.R. Livesay et al. / FEBS Letters 576 (2004) 468–476 473hRP > hTS the transition state is compact (as it is overall
mechanically rigid), otherwise it is voluminous, being much
more ﬂexible.3.1. Flexibilty predictions
Many quantitative characteristics of conformational ﬂexi-
bility are calculated (i.e., probability for a residue to be dis-
ordered, rigid cluster decomposition and rigid cluster size
statistics). A key measure is the ﬂexibility index, deﬁned in
prior work [1], except, the number of independent dof in
FIRST is synonymous to the number of independent disor-
dered torsion constraints in the DCM. Within a (ﬂexible, rigid)
region, local density of independent dof and redundant con-
straints is calculated as (qdof ; qrdc). Isostatic rigid regions have
qdof ¼ qrdc ¼ 0. The ﬂexibility index is deﬁned as the ensembleTable 2
Comparisons of theoretical model predictions and experimental results
DCM FIRST [1]
(A) Correlation coeﬃcients between model and experimental results
1 ) S2 [52] 0.87 0.70
B-factors [53] 0.85 0.64
Frag. 1 Frag. 2 Frag. 3 Frag.
(B) H/D exchange vs. average probability to rotateb
Experiment [34] 30.1 59.9 45.2 35.7
DCM 32.3 15.0 21.8 13.2
aGNM translational mobility was used, not rotational mobility introduced
bDCM values are the average probability to rotate over the corresponding fr
such that the fastest exchange (experiment) and most ﬂexible (model) region
Fig. 4. DCM ﬂexibility index for ubiquitin compared to NMR S2-order pa
factors). The S2 data are incomplete; in all three cases, only positions with re
similarity between the DCM ﬂexibility index and respective experimental daaveraged diﬀerence (qdof  qrdc). In Fig. 3, the ﬂexibility index
for ﬁve proteins at temperatures below, at, and above Tm is
shown. Not surprising, the backbone has limited ﬂexibility
below Tm and is very ﬂexible at high temperature. Neverthe-
less, the denatured ensemble retains ﬂuctuating rigid sub-
structures, which indicates that a random coil is
thermodynamically unstable.
The S2 order parameters from NMR and X-ray structure
temperature factors are frequently used to identify ﬂexible
regions within protein structures (for example, see [28,29], re-
spectively). Table 2A compares DCM ubiquitin ﬂexibility
predictions to two popular theoretical ﬂexibility models: the
Gaussian network model (GNM) [30] and the athermal FIRST
[1] network rigidity calculation. The DCM (see Fig. 4) and
GNM perform nearly equally well; both methods do better
than FIRST. While encouraging, this result should be takenGNM [30] Zhang [32]
0.89a 0.98
0.72 n/a
4 Frag. 5 Frag. 6 Frag. 7 Frag. 8
100.0 43.2 37.7 66.1
80.5 24.7 34.4 100.0
in [31].
agment. To facilitate comparisons, the raw data have been normalized
s equal 100.
rameters (1 ) S2) and X-ray crystallography temperature factors (B-
ported [52] S2 values are plotted. Correlation coeﬃcients quantify the
ta.
474 D.R. Livesay et al. / FEBS Letters 576 (2004) 468–476with caution because S2 order parameters are generally
associated with fast (ns) ﬂuctuations [28]. The GNM,
FIRST, and as a consequence, the DCM are explicitly de-
signed to predict long timescale quantities. Haliloglu and Ba-
har [31] have demonstrated that S2 values can be transposed
into a reﬂection of rotational (vs. translational) mobilities,
which should correlate better. On the other hand, it is possible
to predict S2 values accurately with relatively simple contact
models. In the case of ubiquitin, Zhang and Bruscweiler [32]
report a very high correlation coeﬃcient using such an ap-
proach that reproduces the experimental data better than all
three of long timescale models compared.
X-ray crystallography temperature factors (B-factors) are
also frequently thought of as indicators of ﬂexibility. How-
ever, problems arise because B-factors are better indicators
of mobility, reﬂecting a continuum of timescales, crystal
lattice packing, crystal quality, etc. Nevertheless, tempera-
ture factors are commonly used to qualitatively benchmark
ﬂexibility predictions. Fig. 4 also compares ubiquitin B-
factors to the DCM ﬂexibility index. The results correlate well,
slightly better than GNM and FIRST. Comparison with all
other proteins in our dataset (data not shown) indicates that
the three methods perform approximately the same, with a
slight advantage to the DCM. The calculated correlation
coeﬃcients between the DCM ﬂexibility index and experi-
mental B-factors range from no correlation (R ¼ 0.03 for
protein G) to ubiquitin as a best case (R ¼ 0.85). Note:
None of the three models are able to correlate to protein G
B-factors or S2 values [33]. Overall, these comparisons in-
dicate that DCM ﬂexibility predictions are in line with
commonly used long timescale ﬂexibility predictors.
Hydrogen–deuterium (H/D) exchange results are frequently
interpreted in the context of longer timescale motions. Com-
plicating these interpretations, however, are solvent accessi-
bility issues. In a rigid substructure, completely exposed
residues allow exchange, but buried residues do not facilitate
exchange until the region opens up, which is related to ﬂexi-
bility. Ignoring solvent accessibility factors, a naive compari-
son (Table 2B) is made to H/D exchange within ubiquitin
fragments [34]. In the experimental investigation, ubiquitin is
incubated in heavy water, allowing exchange to occur, and
then fragmented. Afterward, electrospray mass spectrometry
(ESI-MS) is employed to quantify the percent deuterium in
eight individual fragments. Averaging the DCM ﬂexibility in-
dex of each fragment and comparing experimental data to this
yields a low correlation (R ¼ 0:41). However, the probability
to rotate, which is a unique ﬂexibility measure provided by
DCM (not FIRST), gives a modest correlation (R ¼ 0:69).
Both DCM measures correctly predict the two fastest ex-
changing fragments as the most ﬂexible. Not surprisingly,
discrepancies with experimental data occur in the more rigid
and less solvent exposed portions of the protein.
On face value, comparison of DCM ﬂexibility measures (and
FIRST and GNM results for that matter) to experimental
results is disappointing. However, it can be argued that the
majority of the discrepancies result because of improper
comparison between quantities that are at best only semi-
related. For example, experimental S2 values, B-factors and H/
D exchange data themselves generally do not correlate well. It
is therefore prudent to incorporate better descriptors within
the DCM to predict diﬀerent types of physical measurements.
Since the approach presented here is based on using nativestructure as input, any descriptor based on native-like contacts
can be incorporated in future implementations of the DCM.4. Relating protein ﬂexibility and stability
The utility of quantiﬁed ﬂexibility-stability measures is il-
lustrated using human c-type lysozyme as the center of dis-
cussion. While it is known that lysozyme folds via a kinetic
intermediate [35,36], two-state models are frequently employed
for simplicity. For example, all experimental heat capacity
measurements using DSC assume a two-state model. Our in-
ability to obtain two-state behavior in myoglobin encourages
us that more sophisticated implementations of the DCM will
discriminate lysozyme intermediates as well. From Table 1,
hnat ¼ 1:15 for lysozyme at Tm, indicating that there are 11
independent dof for every 10 residues. Relative to all other
proteins studied (hhnati ¼ 0:88 at their respective Tm), lyso-
zyme is generally more ﬂexible protein in its native state at Tm.
At functional temperatures, Fig. 3 reveals that the backbone is
almost completely rigid. The ambient ﬂexibility is mainly due
to sidechain motions, speciﬁcally side-chains not participating
in the hydrogen bond network. The predicted backbone ri-
gidity has been demonstrated experimentally [37]. As temper-
ature is lowered, more dof become quenched until the protein
eventually becomes too rigid to function, as schematically
depicted in the upper-right corner of Fig. 1. Upon heating, the
number of independent dof that become available approxi-
mately doubles (hden  2:2) with dramatic increase in back-
bone ﬂexibility. The unfolding free energy barrier at Tm,
located at hTS ¼ 1:65, is found to be 1.3 kcal/mol. This free
energy barrier is decomposed into enthalpy and entropy con-
tributions, using the DCM calculations for HðT ; hÞ and
SðT ; hÞ. The enthalpic (H) and entropic (TS) contributions to
the lysozyme barrier upon unfolding are found to be 68.0 and
66.7 kcal/mol, respectively, which quantiﬁes the relative degree
of enthalpy–entropy compensation.
Based on rigid cluster statistics above and below the rigidity
transition, rigid substructures ﬂuctuate at the transition state
greatly when hTS > hRP. Conversely, when hTS < hRP, well
formed rigid regions presumably foreshadow native structure.
For lysozyme, ﬁnding hRP ¼ 1:04 precedes hTS ¼ 1:65 leads to
the prediction that its transition state is voluminous, consisting
of many small rigid clusters. Moreover, Fig. 3 identiﬁes a
stable folding nucleus within the a-helical domain, which is the
same as identiﬁed by H/D exchange experiments [38]. Al-
though no experimental U-value data characterizing the tran-
sition state of this particular lysozyme isoform exists, our
predictions and the H/D exchange results on the human or-
tholog are consistent with experimental descriptions of the hen
egg-white ortholog [39].
A particularly interesting feature of lysozyme is that
hRP < hnat at Tm, indicating that the native conformational
ensemble retains some rigid substructure ﬂuctuations. At
functional temperatures, hnat decreases to 1.09. Across all
proteins investigated, rigid cluster susceptibility, in particular
hRP, is virtually independent of temperature. Therefore, lyso-
zyme functions optimally slightly above the rigidity threshold.
The lysozyme backbone ﬂexibility proﬁle shown in Fig. 3 at
functional temperatures sheds some light into the nature of
these native fold rigid cluster ﬂuctuations. The highlighted
D.R. Livesay et al. / FEBS Letters 576 (2004) 468–476 475hinge region is marginally rigid, but the hinge does ﬂuctuate
between being ﬂexible and rigid (see Fig. 2 and supplementary
material plots describing lysozyme conditional backbone ﬂex-
ibility proﬁles and 3D renderings of typical rigid cluster de-
compositions). The identiﬁed pocket of ﬂexibility in the hinge
region (residues 84–90) is consistent with experimentally ob-
served lysozyme hinge-bending motions [40]. At functional
temperatures the backbone of lysozyme is overall rigid, but
possesses a hinge-motion that is ‘‘sticky’’ due to rigidity ﬂuc-
tuations. Future work will explore the possibility of clustering
the statistical rigid substructure decompositions to deconvo-
lute the rigid cluster susceptibility into unfolding/folding and
functional (i.e., hinge-bending) ﬂuctuations.
DCM predictions for lysozyme are now compared to results
from other proteins. Unlike lysozyme, the transition state of
cold shock protein, CSP (from T. maritima), is predicted to be
native-like because hRP  hTS > 0. This prediction is consistent
with experiment, where Perl et al. [41] have reported that the
transition state of T. maritima CSP (as well as the one from B.
subtilis) is ‘‘unusually native-like.’’ The diﬀerence hRP  hTS
appears to provide a simple indicator for ﬁnding native-like
characteristics in the transition state. Over our protein dataset,
DS  SðTm; hRPÞ  SðTm; hTSÞ is plotted against the diﬀerence
hRP  hTS in Fig. 2D. A correlation (R ¼ 0:84) is observed. The
(positive, negative) changes in entropy required to reach the
transition state from the rigidity threshold are consistent with
(voluminous, compact) structure. Another hinge-bending
protein investigated here is histidine binding protein (HBP). In
apo-HBP, hRP ¼ 1:14 which is smaller than hTS ¼ 1:30 but
greater than hnat ¼ 0:99 – indicating that rigid cluster ﬂuctu-
ations occur in the transition state. Upon substrate binding
halo-HBP has a more rigid backbone, with hRP ¼ 1:26 in-
creasing and now greater than hTS ¼ 1:20 – indicating a re-
duction of rigid cluster ﬂuctuations in the transition state. Not
surprising, the total number of dof in native halo-HBP
(hnat ¼ 0:84) is reduced in relation to the native apo-HBP.5. Conclusions
A bridge between network rigidity and protein thermody-
namics has been made using a distance constraint model
(DCM) based on a free energy decomposition scheme. These
concepts have been demonstrated using a minimal 3-parameter
DCM that remarkably reproduces experimental heat capacity
curves across a diverse protein dataset. A Landau free energy
function is calculated to directly relate protein stability to
global ﬂexibility. First-order (two-state) folding transitions are
predicted for all proteins in the dataset, indicating that folded
and unfolded conformations co-exist. The rigidity percolation
transition tends to parallel the thermodynamic transition state,
but does not generally coincide. Diﬀerences in these transition
locations are linked to the enthalpy–entropy decomposition of
the barriers and transition state characteristics.
This letter ﬁrmly establishes the generality of the DCM;
implemented minimally several predictions are found to be in
qualitative agreement with experiment. This novel approach
allows detailed questions about ﬂexibility/rigidity to be probed
as a function of thermodynamic condition (i.e., pH, ionic
strength, and temperature). Moreover, working directly with
free energies makes DCM calculations fast. For example, givenan a priori determined set of parameters, quantiﬁed stability
and ﬂexibility relationships for all 13 proteins in the dataset
considered here can be obtained overnight on a modern
desktop computer. In future work, we will augment to the
DCM appropriate descriptors for diﬀerent types of experi-
mental measurements that probe conformational ﬂexibility,
and expand the parameterization to account for sequence and
structural (i.e., solvent exposed vs. buried) characteristics.
Ultimately, a robust set of transferrable parameters is sought,
eliminating the need for ﬁtting to thermodynamic data.
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